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Hubble Space Telescope Secondary Mirror
Vertex Radius/Conic Constant Test
(Backup Secondary SIN 003)
Executive Summary
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) backup secondary mirror was tested at the University of
Arizona Optical Sciences Center (OSC) Large Optical Shop on December 28-29, 1990 to determine the
vertex radius and conic constant. The tests were performed according to procedures submitted to and
approved by MSFC and other interested NASA centers. Three completely independent tests (to the same
procedure) were performed. Similar measurements in the three tests were highly consistent. The values
obtained for the vertex radius and conic constant were the nominal design values within the error bars
associated with the tests. Visual examination of the interferometric data did not show any measurable
zonal figure error in the secondary mirror.
Introduction and Background
Although all evidence to date indicates that the imaging error in the HST is due to the incorrect
conic constant on the primary mirror, it seemed prudent to perform a test on the backup HST secondary
mirror to see if it was figured to the correct radius and conic constant. Because the backup secondary
mirror was polished and tested concurrently with the flight secondary by the same personnel, there is
good reason to believe the global characteristics (vertex radius and conic constant) of the backup mirror
are within fabrication tolerances of being the same. On the other hand, because every optic is an
individual work of a highly skilled craftsman, there is no reason to believe that the fine scale surface
structure on the two mirrors is the same.
As a result of these considerations, it was proposed to test the backup secondary to see if the
vertex radius and conic constant were the nominal design values. The test most easily performed was
the traditional Hindle test using a large, fast sphere to autoreflect the test beam back to an interferometer.
Although this test was easy to perform using existing test equipment at OSC, it had 2 regrets; only 85%
of the on-axis aperture of the secondary could be viewed, and the long optical path required for this test
meant that the interferometric data would be "noisy" due to atmospheric turbulence and vibration. These
regrets are minor within the objectives of the test to determine the radius and conic constant.
The test actually performed by Perkin Elmer (now Hughes-Danbury Optical Systems) at the time
of the manufacture of the secondaries was a better test than the one now being reported on in the sense
that the full clear aperture of the mirror could be seen, and the unequal optical path was very short so
there was little noise due to turbulence and vibration. The test performed at Optical Sciences had the
advantage, however, that it was done with different test equipment and in a fundamentally different
manner than the original test and thus provided a completely independent check on the original test.
In the following sections of this report, we will go over the details of the tests and the test data.
We begin by describing where the test was performed and by whom it was witnessed. This is followed
by a description of the principles of the test. Then the raw data from the 3 individual tests is given. An
analysis is made of the systematic and statistical errors in the data and then the values are given for the
vertex radius and conic constant. This is followed by an analysis of the interferometric figure error data
for third order spherical aberration.
Details of the HST Secondary Mirror Tests
Comments on the test environment
The tests were conducted in the Large Optics Shop at the Optical Sciences Center, University of
Arizona in Tucson. The room is about I0 x 40 meters with an 8-meter ceiling height. The room is
below ground and has a laminar air flow system. These circumstances makes the room exceptionally free
of vibration and the temperature is generally constant to half a degree fahrenheit over days at a time.
Overall test layout
All the test hardware was assembled on a 4 x 20 foot Newport table with the exception of the
60-in. Hindle sphere and the 6-in. fold flat (a list of test equipment used appears in Appendix A). The
Newport table, Hindle sphere and fold flat stand were all grounded (not floating) to the shop floor so
there would be no relative movement between parts of the test set up. A schematic layout of the test set
up is shown in Fig. 1.
Temporal sequence of the tests and calibrations
The actual test was run 3 times "for real," plus once prior to this to be sure of alignment of all
components and to find out if there were any hidden surprises. Then a partial test at the end was run,
with the secondary rotated 90 ° in its cell, to see if there were any errors attributable to mounting distor-
tion of the secondary. In the first and the subsequent "for real" tests, every piece of test equipment was
moved from its position in the previous test and repositioned following the written procedures. The
measuring rods used to set up the test conjugate positions were calibrated both before the tests were run
and again after doing the 3 tests. The interferometer/diverger pairs and the Hindle sphere were each
calibrated just once following the tests of the secondary. The calibration data in these tests was consistent
with similar data taken for other previous tests in the shop.
Witnesses to the testing
The following individuals witnessed some or all of the testing reported on here. All witnessed
at least one of the "for real" tests. Only Amanda Harris, Richard Sumner, and Lian Zhen Shao witnessed
the interferometric test data taking in order to minimize the disturbance to the test environment.
Tom Dubos HDOS Henry Garrett JPL
Howard Hall HDOS Lian-Zhen Shao TORC
Amanda Harris MSFC Richard Sumner OSC
Danny Johnston MSFC George Lawrence OSC
Edward Motts JPL Robert Parks OSC
Explanation of the principles of the test
The vertex radius and conic constant of a perfect hyperbolic secondary mirror can be calculated
from the object and image conjugates as shown in Fig. 2. A perfect hyperboloid will perfectly image
an on-axis object at the short conjugate into the focal plane of the long conjugate. Knowing the long and
short conjugate distances from the secondary vertex allows one to calculate the vertex radius and conic
constant exactly, assuming a perfect hyperbolic figure.
In general, the figure will not be perfect so we adopted the following strategy. A distance equal
to the design value of the sum of the long and short conjugates was established. The secondary mirror
was inserted between the two conjugates near its nominally correct position. The secondary was then
adjusted along the axis defined by the conjugates until it autoreflected to the previously set long conju-
gate.
At this point the vertex radius and a provisional conic constant were calculated as shown below.
Error bars associated with the measurements of the conjugates were also applied to the values of the
radius and conic constant. Any residual third order spherical aberration found in the interferometric test
data could then be added to (or subtracted from) the provisional conic constant to give the apparent conic
constant. The actual test procedure followed in the tests is given in Appendix B.
3
Conjugate test data
Because a distance equal to the sum of the long and short conjugates was established prior to
inserting the secondary mirror, this number (6687.847 ram) is constant for all three tests and has an
associated error (0.628 mm) as derived in the error analysis in Appendix C. Once lhe secondary mirror
was inserted in the test and moved axially to obtain the best visual focus at the long conjugate, a value
of the short conjugate distance was obtained for each of the 3 tests. These values were:
Test #1
Test #2
Test #3
Average Value
Short conjugate distance
611.059 mm
611.033 mm
611.059 mm
611.050 mm 5:0.015 mm
with the scatter in measured data much less than the systematic error estimated in the error analysis in
Appendix C.
Using the derivation for vertex radius and conic constant given in Appendix C along with the
estimated errors of the conjugate measurements, we find:
Measured
Vertex radius 1358.726 + 0.257 mm
Conic constant -1.49718 5:0.00012
Design
1358.0 mm
-1.49686
lnterferometric data analysis
In this section we discuss the analysis of the interferometric data taken of the secondary mirror.
This data was taken with two purposes in mind. First, if there was residual spherical aberration in the
figure of the secondary, this could be scaled and added to the conic constant derived from the conjugate
data. Second, if there was a significant amount of astigmatism in the test results, it might indicate that
the secondary mirror was being distorted in its cell and thus the measurements of the conjugates might
be affected by the distortion. We will treat each of these cases separately.
4
Test error sources
In trying to determine if there was any residual spherical aberration in the secondary mirror to
the level of 0.01_, rms, it was necessary to be sure there was no residual spherical in any of the test
optics. This made it necessary to calibrate the interferometer with each of the divergers used during the
tests as well as calibrating the Hindle sphere. These wavefront errors then had to be subtracted out of
the Hindle test data before making a determination of residual spherical in the secondary.
Because the errors we were looking for were quite small and the interferometric data somewhat
noisy because of the long optical path of the test, we only did the analysis on the third order spherical
aberration (or the 8th Zernike coefficient). For the mounting error part of the analysis, we used just the
2 Zernike astigmatism coefficients, c4 and c5. In all cases referred to here, we are using the full aperture
Zernike coefficients (ones that do not take into account the central obscuration) because the raw data was
reduced by drawing fringes right through the central obstruction.
Method of calibration -- interferometer/diverger
The method of calibrating the interferometer and diverger is outlined at the beginning of the
Procedure and data sheet contained in Appendix D. This calibration must be done for each of the 2
divergers used in the tests. The actual Hindle test was done with an f/15 diverger because the f/number
of the long conjugate is very slow, about f/25. The Hindle sphere however is reasonably fast and was
tested using an f/2.5 diverger.
Once the calibration is complete, average values for the residual astigmatism and spherical
aberration Zernike coefficients of the interferometer/diverger are obtained. These errors are units of
waves of surface error expressed as Zernike coefficients. Since about 25 interferograms are made during
the calibration, the average values of the coefficients have associated variances that indicate the noise in
the measurement.
Method of calibrating the Hindle sphere
The Hindle sphere is calibrated by making a series of interferograms of the surface error in the
sphere. The residual errors in the fast interferometer/diverger are then subtracted, leaving just the errors
in the Hindle sphere. Again, averaging of the interferograms gives variances for an indication of noise
in the test.
5
Correcting the Hindle test data
A series of about 10 interferograms were taken during each of the 3 Hindle tests. The surface
error Zernike coefficients of these groups of interferograms were averaged and saved in 3 separate files.
First the errors in the slow interferometer/diverger and then the errors (astigmatism and spherical aberra-
tion) in the Hindle sphere were subtracted from each set of data separately to yield the error just in the
Hindle test alone, that is, in the secondary. These values were then divided by 2, because the secondary
surface errors affect the wavefront twice. The final value gives the secondary mirror surface error
expressed in terms of Zernike coefficients.
Outline of data treatment
The procedure described above was applied to the data for each of the 3 tests as shown on the
data sheets in Appendix E. To give a feel for the operation in a more concise form, we provide a line
by line outline similar to a tax form.
1. Hindle sphere surface error data
2. Fast interferometer/diverger data expressed as surface error
3. Line 1) minus line 2) - Pure Hindle sphere surface error
4. Hindle test data expressed as surface error (WF divided by 2). Slow interferometer/diverger
data expressed as surface error
6. Line 4) minus line 5) - Pure Hindle test surface error
7. Line 6) minus line 3) - Pure secondary mirror wavefront error
8. Line 7) divided by 2 - Secondary mirror surface error
Results of the tests
The data from the three Hindle tests were averaged to find the magnitude of the astigmatism and
spherical aberration in the secondary mirror. The third-order spherical aberration amounted to 0.028h
peak-to-valley +0.026_, or 0.009h rms at )_ = 0.633 #m. This can also be expressed as a change in the
conic constant of AK = -0.008 + 0.008. This would make the measured value of the conic constant
using the conjugate plus interferometric data to be K = -1.505 + 0.008.
We feel the spherical aberration results are realistic because of the consistency with the
astigmatism results. If the values of the astigmatism coefficients for the 3 tests are averaged, we find c4
= 0.018 + 0.079 and c5 = 0.042:1:0.084 or there was astigmatism with a magnitude of 0.092 +
6
0.230_, peak-to-valley with an orientation of 23.2" above the x-axis. This is the residual astigmatism in
the secondary mirror after subtracting about 4 times this much astigmatism due to the Hindle sphere.
As a check on the procedure, the secondary was rotated 90* clockwise in its cell (when viewed
from the mirrored surface side) and another set of interferograms were taken. When this data was
reduced, the residual astigmatism in the secondary was 0.092 -t- 0.252_, peak-to-valley oriented at 57.3*
above the x-axis. The magnitudes of the error agree identically (as they should if the Hindle sphere
astigmatism error was being subtracted correctly and the cell was not influencing the secondary mirror
shape). The angle also agrees within 10" of what it should when the left-to-right image flip is taken into
account when the mirror is rotated the 90*. Given the noisy nature of the data, the consistency is
remarkable and gives one confidence in the data-reduction method.
Alternative method of treating the interferometric data
If one is more interested in analyzing the results of the interferometric testing in a manner that
matches the drawing specification for the secondary mirror, then we can approach the data in the
following way. Since the errors in the secondary mirror and the test optics are considered in an rms or
lump-sum sense, we will add (or subtract) the errors quadratically and in all cases, add the variances
quadratically.
The actual data are dealt with in Appendix F. Our approach was to add quadratically the
interferometer calibration errors to those of the Hindle sphere and Hindle test data. We then subtracted
(quadratically) the Hindle sphere from the Hindle test data for each of the 3 tests. When these data were
averaged and divided by 2 to account for the double-pass nature of the Hindle test, we find our original
figures for IL, and K, i.e., 1358.714 mm and -1.49716 with a residual rms surface error on the secondary
of 0.043 + 0.14X at 633 nm.
This value of rms surface error is consistent with the astigmatism and spherical aberration values
found above and is typical of the magnitude of error obtained when testing large optics over air paths of
10s of meters. This is not to say the error could not be reduced by more care and more data. Recall,
hoever, that the test originally done by Perkin-Elmer was the test designed to give the least error due to
the environment. Also, we do not know the definite pedigree of the back up mirror to the flight version.
Conclusion
The backup secondary mirror was tested using the traditional Hindle test and found to match the
nominal design within the errors of the test. The mean value of the test data showed overcorrection by
a AK of -0.008 + 0.008.
The test did not turn up any surprises and leads on to conclude that the original test was correctly
performed within the originally established error budget. Although this retest gave a mean value of K
indicating a small overcorrection, the error bars associated with this test and the lack of a good pedigree
with the flight mirror indicate that fossil data for the flight mirror should be the primary source of data
used in any attempt to correct the errors in the HST.
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Appendix A
Equipment List
_
2-
1-
_
Steel balls, 0.5" diameter, class 25
Dummy secondary mirror made of aluminum
Point source microscope and light source (made up of Ealing and EG&G components)
Phase measuring interferometer and objectives (built at Optical Sciences)
x-y-z positioning stages, not used for measuring
x-y positioning stages, not used for measuring
x motion stage only, not used for measuring
Mirror mount, 6" diameter with tilt adjustments
Set of measuring rods, custom made and calibrated
Pair of 72" vernier calipers, calibrated 12/90
Inside micrometer, Starrett with 26" capacity
Piano mirror, coated and certified to ;k/10
Stands to support measuring rods
Stand to hold 6" mirror and mount
Large mirror mount to hold secondary mirror and cell (3 translation and 2 tilt adjustments)
Cell and cover for secondary mirror
Large Newport optical table to support interferometer and secondary mirror
Hindle sphere and mount, 60" diameter x 158" radius
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Appendix B
Procedure for Measuring the Vertex Radius and Conic Constant
of the Backup HST Secondary Mirror
Note: Refer to the Figure for details of the test setup.
Procedure:
. Place a point source microscope at the center of curvature of the Hindle sphere. Adjust
microscope for best focus.
. Without touching the microscope, move a 0.50" diameter steel ball in front of the microscope
such that the center of the ball is coincident with the focus of the microscope.
. Position the folding mirror longitudinally. The folding mirror is a 6" diameter flat certified to
X/10 and has a 0.50" diameter steel ball cemented to its center. Using the calibrated measuring
rod of length 3324.86 mm (130.900"), move the folding mirror up to the measuring rod. This
will place the surface of the mirror at 3343.92 mm from center of curvature of the Hindle sphere.
(In performing this step, first bring one end of the rod up to the ball at the center of curvature
of the Hindle sphere. Use a piece of thin shim stock to determine position of rod relative to the
ball. Then bring the ball on the fold mirror up to other end of the rod, again using shim stock.)
.
Locate another 0.50" diameter steel ball at roughly the same height as the ball at the center of
curvature of the Hindle sphere and about 400 mm to the side of it. Use the 3324.86 mm
measuring rod to determine the longitudinal spacing of this ball. Use the same method as in step
3) to position this ball.
. Adjust an interferometer with a nominally 300 mm focal length diverger that has already been
calibrated per the appropriate procedure so that the focus of the diverger is coincident with the
center of the ball located in step 4). The axis of the interferometer should be pointing at the
center of the fold mirror. (The interferometer will now be focused at the long conjugate of the
Hindle test.)
.
Offset the steel ball at the interferometer focus so the interferometer diverging beam illuminates
the fold mirror.
. Insert the secondary mirror/cell assembly into the large mirror holder that is located about 600
mm from the short test conjugate (the conjugate at the center of curvature of the Hindle sphere).
Handle the mirror using the overhead crane to move the assembly from its special storage box
to the mirror holder. When the mirror is in place and before removing the lifting strap, secure
the mirror assembly with 2 bolts.
7a. Remove the Lexan protective cover from the secondary mirror.
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..
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
Adjust the tilt of the secondary until the autoreflected light beam is centered on the interferome-
ter diverger and there is an indication of fringes.
Continue to adjust the focus, decenter and tilt of the secondary until the fringe pattern is largely
free of coma, focus and tilt. Ideally alignment would be continued until the fringes were
nominally straight and about 10 fringes filled the monitor screen.
Record and store 5 interferograms of the Hindle test wavefront in a file named
Position a 0.50" steel ball at the vertex of the secondary mirror. Center the ball laterally by eye.
Adjust longitudinally by using a piece of shim stock to determine the proximity of the ball to the
vertex.
Without touching the ball, move the mirror assembly back away from the ball about 2".
Replace the protective Lexan cover on the mirror being careful not to touch the ball.
Attach the crane strap and remove the 2 securing bolts holding the secondary mirror assembly.
Use the crane to remove the mirror assembly and replace it in its storage box. Secure the lid on
the box.
Using a pair of inside micrometers, measure the distance between the ball at the vertex of the
secondary and the ball at the short conjugate. Use shim stock to determine the fit of the
micrometers.
Verify with the point source microscope that the ball at the short conjugate has not moved.
Check the inside micrometer reading with the calibrated calipers. Remember to add in half the
diameter of the ball (12.7 mm) to get the short conjugate distance. Record s as
mm.
As an intermediate step, calculate R = 2(ss')/(s' - s) and k = -((s + s')/(s' - s))2.
In the computer, average the 5 interferograms of the Hindle test and store in a file named
21. Subtract the Hindle sphere wavefront from the data in the file above and store in a file named
22.
23.
Subtract the interferometer/diverger calibration wavefront from the data in the above file and
store in a file named
Using the residual first order (3 term fit) focus term, correct the R value found in step 19) and
record R' =
13
24.
25.
Usingtheresidual3rdordersphericalaberrationcoefficientfromtheabovefile, correct the value
of k found in step 19) and record as k' =
Repeat the above procedure 2 more times to gather a complete data package for the test of the
secondary mirror.
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Appendix C
Error Budget for HST Secondary Testing
The errors associated with each step of the procedure are first determined. Then these total errors
are associated with the parameters used to determine the secondary vertex radius and conic constant.
1. Place microscope at center of curvature of Hindle sphere.
• Use a 10 × microscope objective.
• Actual cone angle limited by secondary mount to f/5
• Depth of focus is X(f/#) 2 or 12.5/_m for h = 0.5 #m (white light source)
• Error for step 1) is plus or minus 12.5/zm
2. Position center of ball at microscope focus
• Use same 10x microscope objective.
• Cone now governed by NA of objective at 0.2
• Depth of focus is _,/(2(NA) 2) = 6.3 #m
• Error for step 2) is plus or minus 6.3 p.m
• Total error in location of ball at short conjugate is + 19/zm
3. Position fold mirror at 3343.92 mm from HS C of C
• Calibration uncertainty for calipers = 25 p.m
• Reading error in each rod measurement = 25 #m
• Uncompensated thermal error of 0.5 ° C = 18 #m
• Positioning of fold mirror to rod = 12 #m
• Error due to cement layer under ball = 12 #m
• Total error in positioning mirror = 160 #m
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4. Position a bali at 3343.92 mm from fold mirror
• Same errors as in step 3) are present
• Total error in this step = 160 #m
5. Adjust interferometer to ball set in step 4)
• Assuming we can see 0.1 k p-v error in focus with interferometer or delta sag of 0.03 #m
• Interferometer objective f/# is 15
• Detectable delta R is then 54 #m
• (Error due to 1/10th fringe power in fold fiat, i. e., an effective radius of 112,500 m, in the
location of the long conjugate = 200/_m)
• Total error in determining long conjugate position is + 574/_m
6. Adjust the secondary mirror axially for "zero" focus error at interferometer, i. e., to less than 0.1_,
p-v wavefront error in focus.
• The shift in secondary position to produce a 0.1), focus error is 3 tzm
7. Position ball at vertex of secondary mirror
• Error in positioning ball due to "touch" = 12/_m
• Error in knowing height of vertex due to fiat at vertex
is 12 _m
8. Measure short conjugate distance with inside micrometer
• Error in setting of micrometers due to "touch" = 12 #m
9. Calibration error of inside micrometer = 25 #m determined in cross check with calibrated calipers
• Total error in location of secondary vertex = 64 #m
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Applicationof errors in conjugate location to the determination of the vertex radius and conic
constant of the secondary.
1. Total error in short conjugate ball location -" 19 #m
2. Total error in secondary vertex location = 64 #m
3. Total error in long conjugate ball location = 574 #m so total error in short conjugate distance is 83
#m and 638 #m for the long conjugate distance.
Now from first order theory it is easy to show that
R=2 (ss_
(s/_ s)
where R = secondary mirror vertex radius;
s = the short conjugate distance; and
s' = the long conjugate distance.
Also we have
= - [S1+$} 2
Taking derivatives
OR s 2
--=2
Os (J _ s)2
- 2.47
aR S2
z --2 -
OSI (St _ $)2
- -0.025
O,c siC * s)
= -4 = -0.001/mm
Os (s__ s)3
O_ 4 s(sl + s) O.O001/mm
as_ (s__ s)3
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Theerrorsin the2 conjugatemeasurementswere
As' = 0.628 mm and As = 0.104 mm.
Thus the combined error in R is
zaR=+ I0 i2(As)2+ (As/)2
±_(2.47)2(0.104) 2 + (-0.025)2(0.628) 2
= +0.257mm
and the combined error in k is
A_=+ [I2(As)_+
= _+_(-0.001)2(0.104) 2 + (-0.0001)2(0.628) 2
= +0.00012
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Appendix D
Procedure for Calibrating the Interferometer/Diverger
Note: This procedure must be repeated for each diverger used (or each different f/# cone over
which the same diverger is used). If divergers are changed, they do not have to be recalibrated if they
are reinserted in the interferometer in the same azimuthal orientation as when they were calibrated and
if they are used at the same f/# as when they were calibrated.
Principle of the calibration technique: A nominally spherical steel ball is placed so that its center
is coincident with the focus of the diverger. It is assumed that both the figure of the ball and the residual
error of the interferometer/diverger are small (less than k/4) over the f/# cone of interest. Numerous
interferograms are made as the ball is rotated about its center, the assumption being that the figure of the
ball at each different position is uncorrelated with that at any other position.
Since the figure error due to the interferometer/diverger is common to all interferograms, when
the interferograms are averaged, the result will be the signature of the interferometer/diverger plus a noise
term equal to the average figure of the ball divided by the square root of the number of measurements.
If the ball has an average error of less than X/4, then there will be less than X/20 noise in the calibration
for 25 interferograms.
Procedure:
1. Insert the appropriate diverger in the interferometer for the test to be performed.
. Rotate the diverger to a zero fiducial to locate the azimuthal position and finger tighten the lock
screw.
. After obtaining fringes off of the object under test (or a dummy object that defines the
appropriate f/# cone for the test to be performed), set an aperture coincident with the edge of the
object on the computer display.
. Insert a steel ball concentric with the diverger focus. The ball should be supported in a mount
such that it is easily and repeatably rotated. A hex socket wrench socket makes a good support.
. Using either the interferometer or the bali mount, adjust tip, tilt and focus until the fringes are
broken out to less than one.
. Using the PMI option, take 25 interferograms of the ball, each in a different rotational position.
Discard any data sets where the data is bad and keep taking data until there are 25 good sets.
Readjust the fringes to less than one if any rotation misaligns the relative position of the ball and
interferometer. Rotate the ball using something that will not contaminate the surface, a clean
tissue would be good for this.
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. Average the data sets and store the average (under an appropriate file name) as the residual error
for the interferometer/diverger pair at the f/# of the calibration.
. Review the data to insure that all the interferograms going into the average were less than _,/4.
This insures that the individual ball figure measurements are less than h/4 and thus the noise will
be less than h/20.
9. Remove the ball from the diverger focus.
This completes the interferometer/diverger calibration.
Procedure for Calibrating the Figure of the Hindle Sphere
Note: This procedure need only be done once at the outset of testing as long as the sphere is not
moved or readjusted in any way.
Procedure:
1. Calibrate the interferometer/diverger following the procedure for doing so.
2. Align the interferometer/diverger to the sphere using only adjustments on the interferometer.
3. Adjust the interferometer imaging focus so the CCD camera is conjugate to the Hindle sphere
surface. Do this by placing an object near the sphere surface and adjusting the interferometer
imaging lens until a sharp shadow is seen on the display.
4. Set the circular aperture on the display monitor to be coincident with the edge of the Hindle
sphere.
5. Identify the top and left hand side of the sphere and record the locates as they appear on the
monitor
6. Using the FAST option, capture and reduce 5 interferograms.
7. Average the 5 interferograms and store in a file labeled
8. Subtract the interferometer calibration wavefront from the file just saved. Store the pure Hindle
sphere wavefront in a file labeled
This completes the calibration of the Hindle sphere.
20
Appendix E
Interferometric Data Reduction Work Sheet (First "Real" Test)
1. Hindle sphere surface error data (HSCAVE)
C 4 -0. 165 + 0.052 C 5 0.123 __.0.049 Ca 0.088 __ 0.009
. Fast interferometer/diverger data (HGCAVE)
C 4 -0.002 4. 0.038 C5 0.030 _+ 0.040 C 8 -0.010 4- 0.008
3. Line 1) minus line 2)
C4 -0.163 __ 0.090 C5 0.093 + 0.089 C a 0.0098 4. 0.017
. Hindle test data expressed as surface error (HTBCAVE)
C 4 -0.192 + 0.057 C 5 0.122 4. 0.066 Cs 0.106 + 0.006
5. Slow interferometer/diverger data (HFCAVE)
C4 -0.012 4- 0.017 C5 -0.012 + 0.011 C s -0.008 4. 0.005
6. Line 4) minus line 5)-Pure Hindletestsur_ce error
C4 -0.180 4. 0.074 C5 0.134 4. 0.077 Cs 0.114 ± 0.011
. Line 6) minus line 3)-Pure secondary waveffont error
C 4 -0.017 4. 0.164 C5 0.041 4- 0.166 C s 0.016 4- 0.028
. Line 7)dividedby 2 - Secondary mirror surface error
C4 -0.008 4- 0.082 C5 0.021 4- 0.083 C a 0.008 4- 0.014
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
Interferometric Data Reduction Work Sheet (Second Real Test)
1. Hindle sphere surface error data (HSCAVE)
C 4 -0.165 + 0.052 C 5 0.123 + 0.049 C8 0.088 + 0.009
2. Fast interferometer/diverger data (HGCAVE)
C 4 -0.002 -t- 0.038 Cs 0.030 + 0.040 C 8 -0.010 + 0.008
3. Line 1) minus line 2)
C4 -0.163 + 0.090 C5 0.093 + 0.089 Cs 0.0098 + 0.017
. Hindle test data expressed as surface error (HTCCAVE)
C4 -0.215 + 0.039 C5 0.219 + 0.056 Cs 0.0131 + 0.020
. Slow interferometer/diverger data (HFCAVE)
C 4 -0.012 4- 0.017 C 5 -0.012 4- 0.011 C s -0.008 4- 0.005
. Line 4) minus line 5) - Pure Hindle test surface error
C 4 -0.203 4- 0.056 C 5 0.231 4- 0.067 C 8 0.139 4- 0.025
7. Line 6) minus line 3) - Pure secondary wavefront error
C 4 -0.040 4- 0.146 C5 0.138 4- 0.156 Cs 0.041 4- 0.042
8. Line 7) divided by 2 -Secondary mirror surhce error
C 4 -0.020 4- 0.073 Cs 0.069 4- 0.078 Cs 0.021 4- 0.021
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Interferometric Data Reduction Work Sheet (Third Real Test)
1. Hindle sphere surface error data (HSCAVE)
C 4 -0.165 + 0.052 C5 0.123 + 0.049 C 8 0.088 + 0.009
2. Fast interferometer/diverger data (HGCAVE)
C4 -0.002 + 0.038 Cs 0.030 + 0.040 C s -0.010 + 0.008
3. Line 1) minus line 2)
C4 -0.163 + 0.090 C5 0.093 + 0.089 Ca 0.0098 + 0.017
4. Hindle test data expressed as surface error (HTDCAVE)
C 4 -0.227 + 0.054 C 5 0.154 +0.084 Cs 0.144 + 0.012
. Slow interferometer/diverger data (HFCAVE)
C4 -0.012 + 0.017 C s -0.012 4- 0.011 Cs -0.008 4- 0.005
. Line 4) minus line 5) - Pure Hindle test surface error
C4 -0.215 4- 0.071 C5 0.166 4- 0.095 C a 0.152 4- 0.017
. Line 6) minus line 3) - Pure secondary wavefront error
C 4 -0.052 + 0.161 C5 0.073 4- 0.184 Cs 0.054 4- 0.034
. Line 7) divided by 2 - Secondary mirror surface error
C 4 -0.026 4- 0.081 C s 0.037 4- 0.092 Cs 0.027 + 0.017
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Interferometric Data Reduction Work Sheet (Secondary Rotated 90 °)
1. Hindle sphere surface error data (HSCAVE)
C 4 -0.165 + 0.052 C5 0.123 + 0.049 C s 0.088 + 0.009
2. Fast interferometer/diverger data (HGCAVE)
C 4 -0.002 __.0.038 C5 0.030 + 0.040 Cs -0.010 + 0.008
3. Line 1) minus line 2)
C 4 -0.163 + 0.090 C s 0.093 + 0.089 Cs 0.0098 + 0.017
. Hindle test data expressed as surface error (HTECAVE)
C4 -0.253 + 0.046 C5 0.130 + 0.060 C s 0.152 + 0.028
. Slow interferometer/diverger data (HFCAVE)
C4 -0.012 + 0.017 Cs -0.012 -1- 0.011 Cs -0.008 + 0.005
. Line 4) minus line 5) - Pure Hindle test surface error
C 4 -0.241 4- 0.107 C 5 0.142 + 0.071 Cs 0.160 + 0.033
. Line 6) minus line 3) - Pure secondary wavefront error
C4 -0.078 + 0.197 C5 0.049 + 0.160 C s 0.062 +_ 0.050
8. Line 7) divided by 2 - Secondary mirror surface error
C4 -0.039 + 0.098 C5 0.025 + 0.080 C s 0.031 + 0.025
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Appendix F
Analysis of Interferometric Data Using rms Residual Errors
Rms error values are surface errors at )_ = 633 nm after removal of tilt, focus, and coma and
apply to the full circular aperture.
Hindle sphere rms surface error: 0.0998 + 0.0189
Interferometer/fast diverger
calibration error: 0.0290 + 0.I00
rss Hindle sphere error: 0.1039 + 0.0214
Hindle test rms surface error (for each of the 3 test series)
HTBCAVE:
HTCCAVE:
HTDCAVE:
0.1165 ± 0.0092
0.1472 ± 0.0156
0.1430 ± 0.0280
Interferometer/slow diverger calibration error: 0.0110 ± 0.0048
rss Hindle test data:
HTBCAVE: 0.1170 ± 0.0104
HTCCAVE: 0.1476 ± 0.0163
HTDCAVE: 0.1434 + 0.0284
rss Hindle test less Hindle sphere:
HTBCAVE: 0.0538
HTCCAVE: 0.1048
HTDCAVE: 0.0988
above divided by 2 to give rms
HTDCAVE: 0.0269
HTCCAVE: 0.0524
HTDCAVE: 0.0494
Average rms secondary surface
± 0238
± 0.0269
+ 0.0356
secondary surface error
+ 0.0119
± 0.0135
+ 0.0178
error = 0.043 :!: 0.014_,
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= C5 = 0.019 o Cll= 0.000 o C17= 0.000 o C23= 0.000 o C29= 0.000 o C35= 0.000
C6 = 0.000 o C12= 0.000 o C18= 0.000 o C24= 0.000 o C30= 0.000 ° C36= 0.000
Abort Continue
• _ Zernike Coefficients7_ _ 5 _ , _ _
Position cursor to coefficient using mouse or arrow keys
Press mouse button or ENTER to change coefficient under cursor
Press both buttons to zero coefficient under cursor
C1 = 0.000 o C7 = 0.000 o C13= 0.000 • C19= 0.000 • C25= 0.000 o C31= 0.000
C2 = 0.000 o C8 = 0.057 o C14= 0.000 • C20= 0.000 o C26= 0.000 ° C32= 0.000
o C3 = 0.000 o C9 = 0.000 o C15= 0.000 o C21= 0.000 o C27= 0.000 o C33= 0.000
o C4 =-0.079 o ClO = 0.000 o C16= 0.000 ° C22: 0.000 o C28= 0.000 o C34: 0.000
C5 = 0.019 o Cll = 0.000 o Cl7= 0.000 o C23= 0.000 o C29 = 0.000 ° C35= 0.000
o C6 = 0.000 o C12= 0.000 • Cl8= 0.000 o C24- 0.000 o C30- 0.000 o C36= 0.000
Abort Continue
- Zernike Coefficients
Position cursor to coefficient using mouse or arrow keys
Press mouse button or ENTER to change coefficient under cursor
Press both buttons to zero coefficient under cursor
o C1 = 0.000 o C7 = 0.000 ° C13= 0.000 ° C19= 0.000 • C25= 0.000 ° C31= 0.000
o C2 = 0.000 • C8 = 0.057 • C14= 0.000 • C20= 0.000 • C26= 0.000 . C32= 0.000
o C3 = 0.000 o C9 m 0.000 • C15= 0.000 o C21= 0.000 o C27= 0.000 o C33= 0.000
o C4 =-0.079 o ClOm 0.000 o C16= 0.000 o C22= 0.000 o C28 = 0.000 o C34= 0.000
o C5 = 0.019 o CII= 0.000 o C17= 0.000 • C23_ 0.000 • C29- 0.000 _ C35 = 0.000
o C6 = 0.000 _ C12= 0.000 • C18 _ 0.000 ° C24 = 0.000 • C30 = 0.000 o C36= 0.000
Abort Continue
Zernike Coefficients
"_4_r_A_VZ ,_ Zernike Coefficients ,- _(-_
l
_sition cursor to coefficient using mouse or arrow keys -_ _ ,_ ,
ess mouse button or ENTER to change coefficient under cursor
tress both buttons to zero coefficient under cursor
o Cl = 0.000 o C7 = 0.000 o C13 = 0.000 o C19= 0.000 o C25= 0.000 _ C31= 0.000
o C2 = 0.000 o C8 =-0.025 o C14 = 0.000 o C20 = 0.000 _ C26 = 0.000 _ C32= 0.000
_aaaaa_aaaaa_a_aaaa_a_a_aaa_aaaaaaaa_a_aaaaaaaaaaaaa_a_aa_aa_aa_a_a_a
o c3 = 0.000 o c9 = 0.000 _ c15 = 0.000 o c21 = 0.000 _ c27= 0.000 _ c33= 0.000
_aaaaaaaaaaaa_aaaaaaaaaaaa_aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa_aaaaaaaaaaa_
o c4 = 0.004 o ClO= 0.000 o c16= 0.000 o c22 = 0.000 _ c28= 0.000 o c34= 0.000
eaaaaaaaaaaaa_aaaaaaaaaaaa_aaaaaaaaaaaa_aaaaaaaaaaaa_aaaaaaaaaaaa_aaaaaaaaaaa_
c5 = 0.060 o Cll= 0.000 o c17= 0.000 o c23= 0.000 o c29 = 0.000 o c35= 0.000
eaaaaaaaaaaaa_aaaaaaaaaaaa_aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa_aaaaaaaaaaaa_aaaaaaaaaaa_
o c6 = 0.000 o c12 = 0.000 o c18= 0.000 o c24= 0.000 o c30= 0.000 o c36= 0.000
aaaaaaaaaaaaaeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa_
Abort Continue
Zernike Coefficients
Position cursor to coefficient using mouse or arrow keys
Press mouse button or ENTER to change coefficient under cursor
Press both buttons to zero coefficient under cursor
Cl = 0.000 o C7 = 0.000 o C13= 0.000 _ C19= 0.000 = C25= 0.000 = C31= 0.000
o C2 = 0.000 o C8 =-0.104 o C14= 0.000 _ C20= 0.000 o C26= 0.000 • C32= 0.000
Q________________
o C3 = 0.000 o C9 = 0.000 o C15= 0.000 _ C21= 0.000 o C27 = 0.000 • C33= 0.000
Q________________
C4 = 0.169 _ C10= 0.000 • C16= 0.000 _ C22= 0.000 • C28= 0.000 o C34= 0.000
° C5 =-0.170 _ C11= 0.000 o C17_ 0.000 • C23_ 0.000 o C29= 0.000 _ C35= 0.000
o C6 = 0.000 o C12= 0.000 ° C18= 0.000 _ C24 _ 0.000 o C30= 0.000 o C36= 0.000
Abort Continue
i_T4)C_.I_N, i Zernike Coefficients
Position cursor to coefficient using mouse or arrow keys
Press mouse button or ENTER to change coefficient under cursor
Press both buttons to zero coefficient under cursor
o C1 = 0.000 " C7 _ 0.000 ° C13- 0.000 ° C19 _ 0.000 • C25- 0.000 o C31= 0.000
C2 = 0.000 o C8 = 0.057 • C14- 0.000 • C20 _ 0.000 • C26 = 0.000 o C32 = 0.00_
o C3 = 0.000 • C9 = 0.000 • C15 = 0.000 • C21 = 0.000 o C27= 0.000 • C33= O.OOC
o C4 =-0.079 o C10 = 0.000 • C16= 0.000 " C22 = 0.000 • C28 = 0.000 o C34= O.OOC
i i
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Procedure £or calibrating the figure o_ the Hindle sphere
Note: This procedure need only be done once at the outset of
testing as long as the sphere is not moved or readjusted zn any
way.
Procedure:
"\
I) Calibrate the interferometer/diverger following the proce- _ 7_
dure for doing so.
2) Align the inter£erometer/diverger to the sphere using only ?f_,
adjustments on the interferometer. ?
3) Adjust the interferometer imaging focus so the CCD camera Is
conjugate to the Hlndle sphere surface. Do this by placing an_,
object near the sphere surface and adjusting the interferometer _.
_maging Lens until a sharp shadow is seen on the display.
4) Set the circular aperture on the display monitor to be_?_
coincident with the edge of the Hindle sphere. _
5) Identify the top and left hand side of the sphere and record "7_T 1
the locates as they appear on the monitor
6) Using the FAST option, capture and reducs_5 interfsrograms. _ _ ,
Averag.  ntsrferogram..ndstorein. filelab -,
8) Subtract the interferometer calibrstlon wavefront from the \'_J_-_
file just saved. Store the Hindle sphere wavefront in a file
labelled . _
This completes the csllbratlon of the Hindle sphere. " _
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Procedure for cel_brat_ng the interferometerldiverger
Note: This procedure must be repeated for elch dlverger used
(or each different f/# cone over which the same dlverger is
used). If dlvergere are changed, they do not have to be
recaiZbrsted if they are re_neerted in the interferometer in
the mame azimuthal or_entotlon am when they were callbrated and
if they are ueed at the same f/# am when they were callbrated.
Prlnclple o_ the callbrmtlon technique: A nomlnally apherlcal
steel ball is placed ms that its center is coincident with the
focus of the diverger. It is assumed that both the _igure of
the ball and the residual error of the inter_erometer/dlverger
are small (less than lambda/4) over the f/# cone of interest.
Numerous interferogramm are made me the ball is rotated about
its center, the aemumption being that the _igure of the ball at
each different poeltion to uncorrelated vlth that at any other
position.
Since the figure error due to the Interferometer/dlvergec is
common to all interferograms, when the interferogroms _ce
averaged, the result will be the signature o_ the inter_erome-
ter/dlverger plus a noise term equai to the average _igure of
the bmii divided by the square root of the number of measure-
ments. If the bm11 hoe an average error of less then Immbda/4,
then there wlll be less than lambda/20 noise in the cailbration
_or_25 interferograms.
Procedure:
1) Insert the appropriate diverger in the
the test to be performed.
2) Rotate the dlverger to a zero flduclai to locate the_?__ _
azimuthal position and _inger tighten the lock screw. _
3) After obtaining _rlnges o_f of the object under test (or a
dummy object that dsflnes the appropriate f/# cone for the teat
to be performed), set an aperture coincident with the edge of_ S ?
the object on the computer diapiay. _:_
4) Insert a steel ball concontrl¢ vlth the dlverger _ocue. The
bail shouid be supported in a mount such that it is easiiy _nd
repeatably rotated. A hex socket wrench socket makes a good_'_
5) Using either the inter_erometer or the ball mount, adjust
tip, tilt and focus untli the _ringes are broken out to leos__
than one. _ / _"
O_GINAL PAGE ):_ I/'t
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6) Using the PMI option, take_25 interferograms of the bail,
each in a different rotational position. Discard any data sets
where the data is bad and _eep taking data until there are 2_
good sets. Readjust the fringes to less than one i_ any_-
rotation misaLigns the relative position o_ bill and £nterfer _ /
ometer. Rotate the bail using something that will not contami-..
note the surface, m clean t_siue would be good for this.
7) Average the!_5 sets of data and store the average (under an _7_
appropriate file name) as the residual error _or the interfer-
cmeter/dlverger pslr at the _/$ of the cs£Zbrstion.
8) Review the data to insure that all the interferograms going , >,,_'
into the everage were less than lambds/4. This insures that ,,_
the individual ball figure measurements are Less than lambda/4 " _
and thus the noise will be Less than LamDda/20.
9) Remove the ball from the diverger focus. __ _,/
This completes the interferometer/dlvergsr callbratlon.
ORIGINAL PAGE i_'
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Procedure for calibrating the _nterferometer/diverqer
Note: This procedure must be repeated for each diverqer used
(or each different f/# cone over whlch the same d_verger zs
used). If dlvergers are changed, they do not have to be
recal_brated i_ they are re,hearted in the interferometer In
the same azimuthal orientation as when thev were calibrated and
if they are used at the same f/# as when they were calibrated.
Principle of the calibration technique: A nominally spherical
steel ball _e placed so that its center is coincident w_th the
focus of the diverger. It is assumed that both the figure of
the ball and the residual error of the interferometer/diverger
are small (less than lambda/4) over the f/# cone of interest.
Numerous inter_erograms are made as the ball is rotated about
its center, the assumption being that the figure of the ball at
each different position is uncorrelated with that at any other
position.
Since the figure error due to the interferometer/diverger zs
common to all interferograms, when the interferograms are
averaged, the result will be the signature of the interferome-
ter/dlverger plus a noise term equal to the average figure of
the ball divided by the square root of the number of measure-
ments. If the ball has an average error o_ less than lambda/4.
then there will be less than lambda/20 noise in the calibration
for -@=J"int erf erogr ams.
"-..,
I) Insert the appropriate dlverger in the interferometer lot _T,_
the test to be performed.
\
2) Rotate the dlvsrger to s zero flduoial to locate the_-f_
azimuthal position and finger tighten the lock screw. CL_
3) After obtaining fringes off of the object under test (or a _,_
dummy object that deMines the •pproprlate _/# cone for the test_._
to be performed), set an aperture coincident with the edge of ,'_ _-/
the object on the computer display.
4) Insert • steel ball concentric vlth the diverger _ocus. The-_:_/
ball should be supported in a mount such that it is easlly and i_
repeatably rotated. A hex socket wrench socket makes a good
support.
5) Using either the inter_erometer or the ball mount, adjust-_
tlp, tilt and focus until the _ringes are broken out to less _ J
than one.
OF F<)O  JAL
6) Using the PMI option, take 25>interferograms of the ball, _.
each in a different rotational position. Discard any data sets
where the data is bad and keep taking data until there are 25 --'
good sets. Readjust the fringes to less than one if any
rotation misallgns the relative position of ball and interfer-
ometer. Rotate the ball using something that will not contami-
nate the surface, a clean tissue would be good for this.
.4
7) Average the 25 sets of data and store the average (under an_j_
appropriate file name) as the residual error for the interfer- _
ometer/diverger pair at the f/# of the calibration.
8) Review the data to insure that all the interferograms going
into the average were less than lambdal4. This insures that
the individual bali figure measurements are less than ismbda/4
and thus the noise will be less than lambda/20.
9) Remove the ball from the diverger focus.
This completes the interferometer/diverger calibration. '2- _'."
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HST Backup Secondary Mirror Handling Procedures /2/ 7/f _0_/
i. Transfer of mirror in original shipping case
STEP
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
ACTION
Verify the 4 latches are latched.
Using 2 people, lift the shipping case onto
a sturdy cart using the handles on the box.
Secure the box to the cart so the box cannot
slide off the cart.
Q.C. verifies cart pathway is free of
obstructions.
Cart is guided by 2 persons to final
destination.
Using 2 people, lift the shipping case to
a sturdy table or floor of storage room.
O[T ;CrAN
HST Backup Secondary Mirror Handling Procedures
2. Removal of mirror from shipping case
STEP ACTION
2.1 Unlatch box cover, remove cover and set in
clean location.
2.2 Remove foam ,pad and tissue, an_ set on cover
2.3 asp mlrror through fingerh_les in foam
insert, lift mirror from box and set on
a non-metallic stand.
2.4 Replace foam pad and tissue in box and
replace cover. Latch cover and remove
box.
OPTICIAN CA
@(,3)
Y
/
/
HST Backup Secondary Mirror Handling Procedures
3. Insertion of mirror in test fixture
STEP
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
ACTION
Place mirror insertion fixture on a sturdy,
clean work table
Place mirror mount over the insertion
fixture
OPTICIAN QA
Place the secondary mirror on the inser-
tion fixture while centering the mirror /.
by eye ('i'1) ..(_
While one person lifts the mirror mount up
around the mirror, the second person sees
that the mirror is centered in the mount
so that the mirror will not contact the
metal portion of the mount
Continue to lift the mount clear of the
insertion fixture and set the mount on the
table
Secure the mirror in the mount with 3
plastic clips and bolts_ ,,_,,i .... A_.
Secure the plastic shleld ov%r the mirror /
/ !
HST Backup Secondary Mirror Handling Procedures
4. Handling the mirror test fixture
STEP ACTION OPTICIAN QA
4.1 Once the mirror is in the test fixture, the
test fixture shall be stored in its own box
until the mirror is needed for testing.
Verify that the plastic cover is in place
_y_2_4_ition_ the storage box adjacent to where
the test fixture is
__Using 2 persons, lift the test fixture
i into the storage box
4.4 The lid of the stroage box shall be secured
T e storage box shall be moved by 2 persons
uslng the 2 attached handles to a safe
location by means of Procedure 1
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ] ( )
4,1,5
_l&
c.,Q_t-, o,-,
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HST Back-up Secondary Mirror Handling Procedures
5. Transfer mirror/fixture to test set-up
STEP
5.3
5.4
ACTION
Remove storage container cover.
Using slow speed of overhead crane, remove
mirror/fixture from box via lift rings.
Transfer to test set-up and secure tow retainer
bolts. For lateral stability.
Remove crane from fixture and store.
O .PTICIAN
(-,,)
j'
(< )
( )
OA
(;.r
/
/
/
i /
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HST Back-up Secondary Mirror Handling Procedures
4.0 Handling the mirror test fixture
STEP
4.1
4.1.5
4.1.6
4.2
ACTION
Once the mirror is in the test fixture, the
test fixture shall be stored in its own box
until the mirror is needed for testing.
Verify that the plastic cover is in place.
Using crane, lift fixture, and place into storage box
Remove crane from fixture/storage box
Was omitted
OPTICIAN
1( )
(:)
(,)
oA
d "
.)
( )'
(, "
,./_' )
4.3 Was omitted
4.4 The lid of the storage box shall be secured
*" Assure storage box is in a safe location.
(Repeat 5.0 as necessary)
(:
5.0 Transfer mirror/fixture to test set-up
5.1 container cover. (
5.2 Using slow speed crane, remove /
mirror/fixture from ft rings. • (
/
5.3 Transfer to test set-up and secure _tainer
bolts. For lateral stability.
5.4 Remove crane and store. (
(Repeat 4.0 as necessary)
)
)
e - :
)
)
)
¢ ,
/
/
/
/
/
/
( )
( )
( )
( )
/
,h
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14.1.6
4.2
HST Back-up Secondary Mirror Handling Procedures
4.0 Handling the mirror test fixture
/
ACTION QPTICIAN
Once the mirror is in the test fixture, the
test fixture shall be stored in its own box
until the mirror is needed for testing.
Verify that the plastic cover is in place.
Using crane, lift fixture, and place into storage box _ )
Remove crane from fixture/storage box (:)
Was omitted
/
/
9_6_
4' J
4.3 Was omitted
--_.4 The lid of the storage box shall be secured
** Assure storage box is in a safe location.
(Repeat 5.0 as necessary)
(:)
(,:')
/
./
i
/', _¢.. --
f 2"
Using slow
mirror/fixture
Transfer to testset-upand
bolts. For lateralstability.
5.0
container cover.
of overhead crane, remove
via lift rings.
mer
Remove crane from
Transfer mirror/fixture to test set-up
and store.
(Repeat 4.0 as
)
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
9"-"
__ _,_.
_,_ -___t_ I
g.
b;_% oF Td_F-
,_1_-_ i _
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Procedure for measuring the vertex radius and conic constant
of the backup HST secondary m_rror
Note: Refer to the Figure for details of the test setup.
Procedure:
/I) Place a point source microscope st the center of curvature
\
of the Handle sphere. Adjust microscope for best focus. /_
// ,J
_2) Without touching the microscope, move a 0.50" diameter steel
bail in front of the microscope such that the center of the
ball is coincident with the focus of the microscope, i _
/
_) Position the _olding mirror longitudinally. The folding
mirror is a 6 _ diameter flat certified to lambda/lO and has a _5-" _
0.50" diameter steel bail cemented to its center. Using the _ _._
calibrated measuring rod of length 3324.86 mm (130.900m), mov_3c _
the folding mirror up to the measuring rod. This will place _
the surface of the mirror at 3343.92 mm from center of curva-_f_
ture of the Handle sphere. (In performing this step, first(_
bring one end o_ the rod up to the bail at the center of "[J_
curvature of the Handle sphere. Use a piece of thin shim stock
to determine position of rod relative to the ball. Then brlng
the ball on the fo_d mirror up to other end o£ the rod. again
i
Locate another 0.50" diameter steel ball at roughly the same /3_ _
height as the ball at the center of curvature of the Handle
sphere and about 400 mm to the side of it. Use the 3324.86 mm_
measuring rod to determine the 1ongltudlnal spacing of this 7_
bali. Use the same method as in step 3) to position this ball. _L_
-15) Adjust an interderometer with m nominally 300 mm focal_/_7?_, _
length diverger that has a/ready been calibrated per the /_,_
sppropriate procedure so that the focus of the diverger is _
coincident with the center of the bali located in step 4). The
axis o_ the Inter_erometer should be pointing at the center of
the fold mirror. (The interferometer will now be focused at
the long conjugate of the Handle test.)
IS) OMMset the steel ball at the Interferometer focus so th__
interferometer diverging beam illuminates the fold mirror. _i_
_7) Insert the secondary mirror/ceil assembly into the large /__
mirror holder that is located about 600 ms _rom the short test
conjugate (the conjugate it the center o_ curvature of the
Hlndie sphere). Handie the mirror using the overhead crane to
move the assembly _rom its special storage box to the mirror ,"
holder. When the mirror is in place end before removing the ?I'_'_'li_ting strap, secure the mirror assembl_ with 2 bolts. /_
//
/
_-[_-_ -T- _ /
/ /
_17a)mlrror.Remove the Lexan protective cover from the secondary --_k_<_'
8) Adjust the tilt of the secondary until the autoreflected ,_
light beam is centered on the _nterferome%er d_verger and there '
is an indication of fringe•. _/:_ _ i_ _PF_ .
9) Continue to adjust _he focus, decanter and tilt of the
secondary until the _rihge pattern i• largely free of coma.
focus and tilt. Ideally alignment would be continued until the
fringes were nominally straight and about I0 fringe• filled the
monitor screen. \
i0) Record and store 5 i_terferograms of the Handle test
wmvefront in a file named \
ii) Position a 0.50" steel ba_l at the vertex of the secondary
mirror. Center the ball laterally by eye. Adjust longitudi-
nally by using a piece of shim stock to determine the proximity
o_ the ball to the vertex. \
\
12) Without touching the bail, _ove the mirror assembly back
away from the ball about 2 _. \
\
13) Replace the protective Lexan\ cover on the mirror being
careful not to touch the ball. \
\,
141 Attach the crane strap and re_ove the 2 •ecurlng bolts
holding the secondary mirror assembly.
15) Use the crane to remove the mlrro_ assembly and replace it
in it• storage box. Secure the lid o_ the box.
\,
16) Using a pair of in•ida micrometer•, measure the distance
between the ball at the vertex of the •econdary and the ball at
the •herr conjugate. U•e shim •rock to determine the fit of
the micrometers.
17) Verify with the point source mlcro•cope that the ball at
the short conjugate ha• not moved. \
18) Check the in•ida micrometer reading wi_h the calibrated
calipers. Remember to add in half the diameter of the ball
(12.7 mm} to get the short conjugate distant. Record s as
.......... ms. k
\
20} In the computer, average the 5 interferogram• _f the Handle
test and store in •flle named . _
21) Subtract the Handle sphere waveMront from the d_tm in the
file above and store in a _ile named "--k-- --" /
/",_,,tll
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22) Subtract the interferometer/diverger calibration wavefront
from the data in the above _ile and store in a fz!e named
23) Using the residual first o_der (3 term fit) focus term,
correct the R value found in step 19) and record R' =
24) Using the residual 3rd order spherical aberratlon coeffi-
cient from the above file, correct _he value of k found zn step
19) and recor_ as k' =
25) Repeat the above procedure 2 more times to gather a
complete data package for the test of ,\the secondary m_rror.
\
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Procedure _cr memeuring the vertex rmdlue and conic con•tent
o_ the backup HST •econd•ry m_rror
Note: Refer to the F_gure for detaZle of the test setup.
Procedure:
-_) Piece a point source micro•cope at the center of curvature /
o_ the HandLe sphere. Adjust micro•cope 5or beet focus. ___
-_) Without touching the mlcroaco_e, move • 0.50 = diameter •teal _J_
baLL in front of t_e mlcro•cope such that the center o_ the _ _
baLL ie coincident vlth the 5ccue o5 the mlcroecope.
113) Poeitlon the 5oldlng mirror iongitudlnaILy. The 5oLdlng._j
mirror lea 6* diameter fIRt certiSied to Lmmbda/10 and ham a _.b
0.50 m diameter •teal bali cemented to its center. Using the
cailbr•ted measuring rod of length 3324.86 mm (130.900"), move
the folding mirror up to the memeuring rod. Thie viii place /_,87_
the eurSace o_ the mirror et 3343.92 mm _rom center o5 curve o
ture o£ the HindLe sphere. (In perSormlng this step, 5iret
bring one end O_ the rod up to the bai_ at the center o5
curvature o_ the HandLe sphere. Use a piece o_ thin shim atoc_
to determine position o5 rod relative to the baLL. Then bring
the bail on the _oLd m_rr_r up to other end o_ the rod, again
_4 _) Locate •nether 0.50 t diameter steel ball at roughly the aame_:_
height •s the baLL et the center c5 curvature o_ the HandLe
sphere and about 400 mm to the alde o_ it. Use the 3324.86 mm
mealuring rod to determine the iongitudinal epaolng o5 this /S0._9_
bali. Use the emma method •e in step 3) to poe_tlon thle baiL.
Ad_uwt a_ interS•tom•tar vith • nominally 300 mm 50Cal._\-'_,
1ength diverger that hal air•lay been cailbrated per the _j_
appropriate procedure so that the _ooue o_ the diverger ie
coincident vith the center o5 the bell located in step 4). The
mxie o5 the inter_erometer should be pointing •t the center of
the 5oLd mirror. (The lnter_arometer viii nov be _ocueed mt
the long conjugate o_ the Hindie teat. )
6) O_Seet the steel beLL mt the interSerometer 5ocue eo the_7_-_
intern•tom•tar diverging bemm 21Luminetee the _oLd mirror. 3_
7) Insert the secondary mirror/ceLl mseembLy into the Large_,_
mirror holder that ie located about GO0 mm 5tom the short test
conjugate (the conjugate at the center o_ curvature o5 the
HandLe sphere). Handle the mirror uelng the overhead crmne to
move the assembly _rom its special storage box to the mirror /
holder. When the mirror ie in place mn_ before removing the /
Li_tlng _trap, secure the mirror a_eomb_y vlth 2 bolts. / _,1_
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7a) Remove the Lexan protective cover from the •econdary?_
mirror.
8) Adjust the tilt o_ the secondary until the lutore_Lected_/ _ _
Light beam is centered on the inter_erometer diverger and there ._,
is an indication o_ _ringee.
9) Continue to adJUlt the _OCUl, decanter and tllt o_ the_
lecondlry until the _rlnge pattern i• LargeLy free el coma, ? =
i
lOCal end tilt. IdealLy alignment would be continued until the .'-_
_rin_el were nominaL&y Itrlgght and abo_t _0 fringel _l&&ed the
monitor lcreen.
10) Record and •tore _2nter_erogrlma/ o_ the HandLe test
11) Position • 0,_0" steel bali at the vertex o_ the •econdery_l
m£rror, Center the baZL LiteraLLy bV eve, Adjust long£tudi-
nlLiy by ulin_ I piece o_ lhlm ltOCK tO determine the proxlm_ty \J
o_ the ball to the vertex. . 0_ 3A,_ _
12) Without touching the baLL, move the mirror al•embLy blck_?\_
away _rom the baLL about 2". /_iJ
.23) Replica the protective Lexan cover on the m£rror blln__
careful not to touch the biLL. _
.14) Attach the crane ltrlp and remove the 2 •ecurlng boLt•ll,_, '_holdlng the secondary m_rror IllembLy.
Use the crane to remove the m£rror Ileembiy and replace i__
in it• Iterate box. Secure the Lid on the box. U kJ
16) Ulln9 • pair o_ in•ida mlcrometerl, mailer• the dilt•nce_._-_
between the bali •t the vertex o_ the lecOndlry end the bill It ,_t,
the lhOrt conjugate. Ule lhim STOCK tO determine the _it o_
17) Veri_v vith the point eource m_OrOl¢Ope that the beLl__atZZ- ;,_
the short ¢on_ugat. hi• not moved. __x _= _'_,
18) Check the Inllde micrometer reldlng vlth the clLibrtted_x_
clllperl. Remember to add in h•L_ the de•meter o_ the ba_L '
112.7 ms) to get the •hort_onJuglte d£•tlnce. Record • •l
..... --. 2 ea z
19) A| an intermediate Itep, caLcuLate R - 2(l*l')/(l'-l) end \_
20) In the computer, •verlge.;hAe_lr_£nter_erOgrlml o_ _he Hindle __
teat and l_ore _n • _''e nm_'e_['_°B'_-2-'_"_'-'_ _ •
21) Subtract the HindLe sphere vave_ront _rom the data An the
_iLe •boys and store An a _iZe named ............
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22) Sub_rec_ the _n_er_er_meter/_lverger cei£brltion wlve_ron_
_rom _hl dl(I _n thl I_OVl _LI In_ I_Ort Ln • _t nemed
23) Uilng the remidual _irmt order (3 term _It) _ocum terM,
correct _he R vlZue _oun_ in step _9) end record R' •
24) Using thl rea_du|_ 3rd order lpherical aberration coe_i-
clent _rom the above _iZe, correct the va_ue o_ k _ound _n ltep
_9) 8n_ recor_ mm _' •
25) Repeat the above procedure 2 more timem to gather a
c_mpiete data package for the test o_ the secondary mZrror.
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Procedure _or measuring the vertex rld£us and conic constant
o£ the backup HST secondary m_rror
Note: Refer to the TXgure £or deta_• o_ the teat setup.
Procedurel
v/Z) PLace • point source microscope at the center o_ curvature'_Y _
o_ the H_ndLe sphere. Adjust microscope £or beet _ocue. _
J
_) Without touching the m_cro•cope, move a 0.50" di•meter ateei_y_
bmIi in _ront of the mlcro•cope •uch that the center o_ the
bali Is coincident with the _ocum o_ the microscope.
3) Pomlt_on the _oldlng mirror Longltud_nmLLy. The £oZdlnq 1_ Q_
mirror is • 6 m diameter _•t certlf£ed to Lembd•/10 •nd has m
0._0 m diameter •teal ba_ cemented to ate center. Uelng the_. _
caLibrmted meamur_ng rod o_ length 3324.8_ mm (130._00"), move _.
the _oLdlng m_rror up to the meleuring rod, This vlLl p_ace _j
the surface o_ the m_rrcr at 3343._2 mm _rom center o_ curva-
ture o_ the HindUs •phere. (In performing this ste_, £1ret
bring one end o_ the rod up to the bell et the center o_
curvature o_ the Handle sphere. Use • piece o_ thin shim It•oK
to determine position o£ rod reZatlve to the ball. Then bring
the ball on the _oLd mirror up to other end o_ the rod, again
using shim mtock.).oo_"z6,-_e_J,e_.
• ) LOCate in•that 0.50* diameter steel biL_ •t roughly the e•me--__
height as _he ball at the csnter o_ curvature o_ the H£nd_e _"
sphere and about 400 mm to the aids o£ it. Use the 3324.86 mm _,_
measuring rod to determine the _ongltudlnmL ep•clng o£ thi•
ball. Use the •mme method •s in •tap 3) to posit_on this bail. _30"_9
5) Adjust in inferrer•meter vlth a ncmin•11y 300 mm _oc•L-'?,__:i-)
Length dlverger thlt hos already been calibrated per the _
ipproprl•te procedure e• that the _ccus o_ the dtverger i•
co£ncldent vith the center o_ the ball Located in step 4). The
axis o_ the inferrer•meter should be pointing at the center o_
the _oLd m_¢ror. (The intern•tom•tar riLL nov be £ocueed at
the Lon_ _on3ugate o_ the HindZe teat, )
6) O_set the steel be1_ it the _nter_eromster _ocus •o the__
inferrer•meter d_verglng bemm illuminates the _oLd mirror. __
7) Znsert the secondary mlrror/ceL1 •smembLy into the _arge _
mirror holder that _s located about _00 mm _rom the short temt_//_
conjuglte (the conjugate at the center o£ curvature o_ the/_,_
Handle sphere). Handle the mirror using the overhead crane to {_
move the assembly _rom its special stormge box to the mirror v--
holder. When the mirror le in pLmcs and be£ore removing the
L&_t£ng s_rep, secure the mirror •osembLy vith
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7a) Remove the Lexan protective cover from the eecondaryf/ _J
m_rror. _
8) Adjust the ti_t Of the ••condmry until the autoreflected _; 7 _
llght beam i• cantered on the Znter1•rom•ter dlverger and there
i• In indication o_ Irlngea.
9) Contlnu• to adjust the locus, decanter and t£lt oI the _ J_ ,_
• •oonaery unt_ the triage pattern el Z•rge_y Ires oI come,
locus and tiZt. _deo_iy aZignment vould be continued untll the
Irlngee were nomlnal_y •trlZght and about 10 fringes li_•d the
monitor screen.
10) Record and •_ore _interlerogram• of the HindUs t••t/ J_
vavelront in a ISle named __/_E__/ _____ • '
0._0" steel ball at the vertex of the secondaryffJ_11) Poaltlon a
mirror. Center the baZl lateraiZy by eye. Adjust Iongltudl- /
nmlly by u•ing m piece oI •him etoc_ to determine the proximity _
oI the b•_l to the vertex. 00_ ' _;_ _¢Q
12) Without touching the ball, move the mirror assembly back_J_
_J
8vay _rom the ball about 2 m. -':*-
13) Replace the protective Lexan cQver on the mirror belng_
¢areluZ not to touch the ba_l. _l_,
14) Attach the crane •trap and remove the 2 •ecurlng bolts_/_
hold£ng the secondary mirror assembly.
15) Use the crane to remove the mirror ammembly and repZace it'/ _ '_-_
in its storage box. Secure the lld on the box.
16} Using a palr oI inelde micrometers, measure the dlet•nce
between the ba_l at the vertex ol the secondary and the ba_l at
the •hart conjulate. Use ehlm •task to determine the llt oI
the m_orometers..oo___. _0 # Z@-_°l
I?) Verily vlth the point source microscope that the baIZ at_
the short conjugate ham not moved. _/
18) Check the inside micrometer reading vlth the calibrated _
callperm, Remember to add in half the diameter of the ball __
(12.7 mm) to get the short conjugate distance. Record • am ,C ,-/
OV._7o -. z3 8oz z _ _
19) Ai in intermedlmte step, calculate R - 2(s*e')/(m'-s) and _ L_)
20) In the computer, average t)_'_._nter_erogrmmm of the Hindle_._._*_
telt and store in • Ills named Jct-..'r'___-_'___j____'e,-_A)_ _/_'i)"
H_cc_V_ . . . _;:t
21) Subtract the Hlndle sphere viva,rent _rom the os¢a In the
fiZe above end itore in I _lle named _.
-Tc T g
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22) Subtract the lnter_erometer/dlverger calibration vavefront
Ires the dmta in the adore _Le end mtore £n m _iLe named
23) Uelng _he reeLdual liret order (3 term _It) _ocul term,
c_rrect the R value _auna zn mtep Zg) and recar_ R' •
24) Ua_ng the ree_dua_ 3rd order epherical aberration coe_i-
c_ent _rom the adore liLe0 correct the vaZue o_ k found _n atep
19) end record am _' •
2_) Repeat the above procedure 2 more timee to gather a
complete date package _or the teat o_ the eecondary m_rror.
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Procedure for measuring the vertex rldiue and conic conetant
of the bicKup HST eecon=Llry m£rror
Note: Refer to the Figure for detiila of the temt eetup.
Procedure:
Z) Place • point aource micromcope it the center of curvlture _-__'
) j/
of the Hindie mphere. ^djuit microecope for beat focua. _.
2) Without touching the mlcroacope, move • 0.50" dilmeter mtoei__
ball in _ront off the mziroacope much that the center o_ the
bmli ia coincident vZth the _ocue of the microicope.
3) Position the foldlng mirror Iongltudlnaily. The foldlng ,_.,
mirror is • 6" diameter flit certified to lembda/iO end ham a ,J.-,B_'_
0.50" dlmmeter creel blll cemented to ire center. Uelng the_J_
calibrated measuring rod o_ length 3324.86 mm (130.900"), move _?_
the foidlng mirror up to the melauring rod. Thie vlll piice ..._
the eurflce of the m_rror it 3343. 92 mm from center of curva-
ture of the Hindie ephere. (In performing thie otep, firet
bring one end of the rod up to the. ball it the center of
curvature of the Handle ephere. Uee a piece of thin ahim atoc_ . .
to determine poaition of rod reletlve to the ball. Then bring
the bill on the fold mirror up to other end of the rod, again
uelng #;him itock. ),o_I _,_ e_r_ e_
f/1 ,
4) Locate another O. 50 m diameter eteei bell at roughly the mime 1 3o. 2??
height am the blll at the center of curvature of the Handle
mphere end about 400 mm to the aide of it. Ume the 3324.86 mm _
meamurlng rod to determine the longltudlnm£ mpeclng of this
bail. Uee th_ alma method me in mtep 3) to position thim bail.
5) AdJuet in interferometer with a nominiliy 300 mm focli __
length dlverger that hill llready been ciilbrated per the
Ippropriite procedure go that the focue of the diverger il _J_
coincident with the center of the beii merited in etep 4). The
axis of the Interferometer llhould be pointing it the center of
the fold mirror. (The inter_erometer wili now be _ocuaed it
the long oon.tugite o_ the Hindle teat. )
G) O_._llet f.he it/el blll it the interferometer focue so the _._
interferoeeter diverging beom lllumlnlltee the _oid mirror. _
7) Znllert the llecondary mirror/ceZ£ lllllembZy into the ilrge_/_7_--- _
mirror holder thlt ill located about 600 mm _rom the albert teat / _._
conjugate (the con_uglte it the center of curvlture o_ the _
Handle llphere). Handie the mirror ueing the overhead crlne to
move the lellembiy from ire llpeciai atorage box to the mirror
hoZder. When the mirror Ill in piece and before removing the
Zl._ting mtrap, llecure the mirror _llllembZy with 2 boZtll.
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71) Remove the Lsxan protective cover _rom the secondary
mirror..L
_J8) Adjust the tilt o_ the secondary until the autorefiected_ _- L_
ilght beam is centered on the inter_erometer diverger and there
Is an indication o£ _ringes. _-
9) Continue to adjust the _ocus, decanter and tllt o_ the ff_-_
secondary unt_£ the _rlnge pattern Is £argeZy _ree o£ coma,
_Ocus and tllt. Idealiy a/ignment would be continued untll the _
_ringes were nomlnaily strIight and about I0 _ringee _lllad the
monitor screen.
10) Record and stora 5A Inter_erograms o_ the Hind_e test_/_
-sve ron in a :i e named
II) Position a 0•50" steei ball at the vertex o_ the secondary _ _ \/ _, L_J
mirror. Center the ball laterally by eye. Adjust iongltudl-
nally by using a piece o_ shim stoc_ to determine the proximity _
of the ball to the vertex. ,_o
12) Without touching the bell, move the mirror aelembiy back_'_
• / i
away _rom the be_ about 2" <_ :/I
i "
13) Replace the protective Lsxsn cover on the mirror being
cere_ui no% to touch the bali.
I_) Attach the crane strap and remove the 2 securing bolts
holdlng the secondary mirror assembly. _
15) Use the crane to remove the mirror assembly and repiace it _,_
16) Usin_ a pair o_ inside micrometers, measure the distance _fD
between the bell at the vertex o£ the secondary and the bali at
the short conjugate. Use shim Itoo_ to determine the _it o_ ,.__
the micrometers.
17) Verl_y with the point source microscope that the bail at ,_. _
the short con_u_ste has not moved•
18) Cheek the inside micrometer reading vith the calibrated "_
calipere. Remember to add in hai£ the diameter o£ the bali_ _''--3
(12.7 mm) to get the short conjugate distance. Record s as :, _
c_/,_,_ 23. _q_- . o*¥ z3. _oz. ._../
19) As an intermediate i_e_,_a_cu_l__e R • 2(e*e')/(s'-s) and
k • -((s*e')/(s'-s))*2. _- I_$_._qSm_
20):n the oomputer,averse,the   inter erolrsm. o* the .indUe,.k
test end store in a _£1e named _._T_ ....... .
21) Subtract the Handle sphere wave,font _rom the data in the
_ile above and store in •£ils named .......... •
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